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News from the Uppsala Slavists 2012 includes three 

dissertations, the launch of the first volume in a series of 

publications in the field of Slavic Studies, public lectures 

on the Balkans, research grants and awards, and the 120
th

 

anniversary of Bulgarian Studies at Uppsala University. 

More details about each event, including full dissertation 

abstracts, are given below. 

 
 
 

 
 

New Series of Publications Launched 

In 2012, the Department of Modern Languages began 

publishing manuals and textbooks in the field of Slavic 

studies in the series Slaviska handböcker och läromedel. 

The publications are intended for Scandinavian students 

and teachers of Slavic languages. 

The first volume is a brief textbook on the history of the 

Slavic standard languages by Juhani Nuorluoto, and the 

second volume on the phonological history of Slavic is 

planned for 2013.  

Authors interested in publishing in the series are advised to consult the editor, Juhani 

Nuorluoto (juhani.nuorluoto@moderna.uu.se). The publications can be obtained from 

www.studentbokhandeln.se (in Sweden) or info@studentbokhandeln.se (from abroad). 

Juhani Nuorluoto 

juhani.nuorluoto@moderna.uu.se 
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Curious about the Balkans 

The Balkans were in focus during a series of public 

lectures held on Sunday 7 October at Uppsala University’s 

Museum Gustavianum. The lectures were given by 

researchers and PhD students affiliated with Uppsala 

University’s Department of Modern Languages. The 

afternoon was opened by Ing-Marie Munktell, director of 

Museum Gustavianum, and Christina von Arbin, 

chairperson of the Cultural Heritage without Borders 

Foundation. 

Von Arbin opened the lecture series by giving a short presentation of the activities of 

her organisation.  

The lectures covered several topics from different parts of Southeastern Europe: 

Daniela Assenova, PhD in Philosophy and currently a doctoral student in Slavonic 

languages, spoke about the Nobel committee’s treatment of Bulgarian candidates for 

the Nobel Prize in literature during the first half of the 20th century; Pontus Lindgren, 

a doctoral student in Slavonic Languages, lectured on the Slavonic standard languages 

in the Balkans; Neven Milivojević, consultant, politician and teacher at the 

Department of Modern Languages, spoke on the theme “Variety and unity”; Juhani 

Nuorluoto, Professor of Slavonic Languages, lectured on the alphabets used by the 

Slavs in the Balkans, and Thomas Rosén, Senior Lecturer of Serbian, Croatian, 

Bosnian and Albanian, spoke about the roots and development of the Albanian 

language. After each lecture, the audience was invited to ask questions and to discuss 

the lectures. 

Thomas Rosén 

thomas.rosen@moderna.uu.se 

 
 

 

Alphapretation Bulgaria 

Bulgarian Studies celebrated its 120
th

 anniversary at 

Uppsala University this year with the exhibition 

Alphapretation Bulgaria and a formal ceremony held on 

December 5
th 

at Campus Engelska parken. The ceremony 

was broadcast live on the internet (online) in order to 

include students taking distance courses in Bulgarian. The 

Vice-Chancellor  at  Uppsala  University,  Eva  Åkesson,  

formally opened the exhibition and initiated a series of inaugural speeches by the 

Bulgarian Ambassador to Sweden, Svetlan Stoev, Professor Juhani Nourluoto, Dr. 

mailto:thomas.rosen@moderna.uu.se
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Daniela Assenova, and Curator Lyudmila Stancheva. The dean at the faculty of 

languages, Björn Melander, was moderator during the inauguration.  

Link to the ceremony: http://media.medfarm.uu.se/play/kanal/102 

My Svensson 

my.svensson@moderna.uu.se 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Dissertations 

In May the dissertation entitled Tradition and Translation: 

Maciej Stryjkowski's Polish Chronicle in Seventeenth-

Century Russian Manuscripts has been publicly defended 

by Christine Watson. Details about the event, including 

an abstract, are given bellow.  

The dissertation was publicly examined on May 5
th

, 

2012, in Ihre Hall, Centre for the Humanities, Uppsala 

University. The defense was conducted in English. 

Abstract  

Watson, C. 2012. Tradition and Translation: Maciej Stryjkowski's Polish Chronicle in 

Seventeenth-Century Russian Manuscripts. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia 

Slavica Upsaliensia 46. 358 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 978-91-554-8308-1.  

The object of this study is a translation from Polish to Russian of the Polish historian 

Maciej Stryjkowski’s Kronika Polska, Litewska, Żmódzka i wszystkiej Rusi, made at 

the Diplomatic Chancellery in Moscow in 1673–79. The original of the chronicle, 

which relates the origin and early history of the Slavs, was published in 1582. This 

Russian translation, as well as the other East Slavic translations that are also discussed 

here, is preserved only in manuscripts, and only small excerpts have previously been 

published. 

In the thesis, the twelve extant manuscripts of the 1673–79 translation are described 

and divided into three groups based on variant readings. It also includes an edition of 

three chapters of the translation, based on a manuscript kept in Uppsala University 

Library. 

There was no standardized written language in 17
th

-century Russia. Instead, there 

were several co-existing norms, and the choice depended on the text genre. This study 

shows that the language of the edited chapters contains both originally Church 

Slavonic and East Slavic linguistic features, distributed in a way that is typical of the 

so-called hybrid register. Furthermore, some features vary greatly between 

http://media.medfarm.uu.se/play/kanal/102
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manuscripts and between scribes within the manuscripts, which shows that the hybrid 

register allowed a certain degree of variation. 

The translation was probably the joint work of several translators. Some minor 

changes were made in the text during the translation work, syntactic structures not 

found in the Polish original were occasionally used to emphasize the bookish character 

of the text, and measurements, names etc. were adapted to Russian norms. 

Nevertheless, influence from the Polish original can sometimes be noticed on the 

lexical and syntactic levels. All in all, this thesis is a comprehensive study of the 

language of the translated chronicle, which is a representative 17
th

-century text. 

Keywords: Slavic philology, history of the Russian language, 17th century, Polish 

historiography, chronicles, Polish-Russian translation, Maciej Stryjkowski 

Christine Watson, 

e-mail: christine.watson@moderna.uu.se 

Department of Modern Languages, Box 636, 

Uppsala University, SE-751 26 Uppsala, Sweden 

 

In December the dissertation entitled Fönstret mot öster. 

Rysk skönlitteratur i svensk översättning 1797-2010 med 

en fallstudie av Nikolaj Gogols svenska mottagande (The 

Window to the East. Russian Literature in Swedish 

Translation 1797-2010, with a Case Study of the Swedish 

Reception of Nikolay Gogol) has been publicly defended 

by Nils Håkanson. Details about the event, including 

an abstract, are given bellow.  

The dissertation was publicly examined on December 1st, 2012, in Ihre Hall, Centre 

for the Humanities, Uppsala University. The defense was conducted in Swedish. 

Abstract  

Håkanson, N. 2012. The Window to the East. Russian Literature in Swedish 

Translation 1797-2010, with a Case Study of the Swedish Reception of Nikolay 

Gogol. Ruin. 347 pp. Stockholm. ISBN 978-91-85191-77-2. 

This thesis examines the translation of Russian literature into Swedish 1797-2010, 

focusing on the relationship between translations and target culture images of the 

source culture. The main attention is on the situation in Sweden proper, but the 

analysis also includes Swedish translations and comments about Russian literature in 

Finland. Swedish and Western images of Russia are discussed in relation to 

perspectives from translation studies (Even-Zohar, Lévy, Lindqvist, Toury and others) 

regarding translation norms. Postcolonial theory (Delanty, Malia, Pickering and 
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others) is combined with dialogical perspectives (Bakhtin, Kleberg) which put the 

translated literature in relation to Swedish stereotypes of Russia and the Swedish self-

image, but also to a more dynamic interest in the translated literature as a complement 

to source culture literature. Four major translation norms are suggested to have 

influenced the Swedish reception of Russian literature: cognitive norms (that stress the 

informative and representative aspects of the source literature), universalistic norms 

(that stress its universal values), target culture oriented norms (that are governed by 

internal factors in the target culture), and transnational literary norms.  

The analysis is carried out on three levels: selection, reception and text. The most 

extensive part of the thesis is a general history of Russian literature translated into 

Swedish with a discussion of social, economic, philosophical and political processes 

that have influenced the changing selections that have been made. In the next part, the 

subject is the Swedish reception of the works of Nikolay Gogol from the mid-19th 

century until today. Here, Gogol’s Swedish paratext is analyzed and related to the 

question of realism in his works and to images of Russianness and Russian literature in 

Sweden. In a concluding part, the five Swedish translations of Gogol’s Dead Souls are 

examined.  

Especially before 1917, but also later, a cognitive approach to the source literature 

and negative, politicized ideas of Russia have influenced the selections of Russian 

literature, the reception of Gogol and the translations of his works. During the 20th 

century there is a gradual shift from the cognitive norms to a more universalistic 

interest in the source literature in Sweden, especially thanks to the dominant position 

of the Russian classics. 

Keywords: Translation studies, Russian literature, Sweden, Finland, Gogol, Images of 

Russianess 

Nils Håkanson 

e-mail: nils.hakanson@moderna.uu.se 

Department of Modern Languages, Box 636, 

Uppsala University, SE-751 26 Uppsala, Sweden 

 

 
 

In December the dissertation entitled Творительный 

падеж в русском языке XVIII века  (The Instrumental 

Case in Eighteenth-Century Russian) has been publicly 

defended by Nikita Mikhaylov. Details about the 

event, including an abstract, are given bellow.  

The dissertation was publicly examined on December 

15
th

, 2012, in Ihre Hall, Centre for the Humanities, 

Uppsala University. The defense was conducted in 

English. 
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Abstract  

Михайлов, Н. (Mikhaylov, N.) 2012. Творительный падеж в русском языке XVIII 

века. (With a Summary in English: The Instrumental Case in Eighteenth-Century 

Russian.) Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Slavica Upsaliensia 47. 296 pp. 

Uppsala. ISBN 978-91-554-8526-9. 

The aim of this dissertation is to describe the sphere of use of the Russian Instrumental 

case in written sources from the eighteenth century. The research is based on 

approximately 11,300 instances of the use of the instrumental and almost 2,400 

constructions with other cases, excerpted from documents of various genres and styles. 

The corpus includes texts written by forty eighteenth-century authors, and contains 

works of poetry and drama, literary prose, letters, memoirs and learned tracts. 

Previous studies of the Instrumental case have in the main dealt with the 

development of the system of its meanings in the Old Russian period, or else have 

described its condition in modern times. The present work attempts to systematise its 

most typical uses and to trace the changes in the function of the Instrumental that took 

place during the period when a national literary language was coming into being in 

Russia. 

The research is primarily focused on the competition between the Instrumental case 

and other means of expression of particular meanings. In particular it describes (with 

statistical data) the variation in case forms within the predicate, with the function of an 

object, and also of the agent in passive constructions. 

A detailed description is given of those meanings of the Instrumental which are 

known from the earliest period and still in active use in the eighteenth century, but 

nowadays perceived as archaic. The most important of these are the Instrumental of 

cause, and also various uses of the Instrumental without a preposition to indicate time 

or place. 

Keywords: historical linguistics, case semantics, history of the Russian language, 

Instrumental case, eighteenth-century Russian, case variation, historical syntax, 

literary language 

Nikita Mikhaylov 

e-mail: nikita.mikhaylov@moderna.uu.se 

Department of Modern Languages, Box 636, 

Uppsala University, SE-751 26 Uppsala, Sweden 
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Grants and Awards 

Translator and poet Annika Bäckström has been awarded 

the Pushkin Medal for her important contributions for 

Russian culture in Sweden. The formal ceremony took 

place on October 31 at the Russian Embassy in Stockholm. 

 

 

 
 

Professor Ingrid Maier has been awarded a grant of 5.5 

million SEK from Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (The Bank 

of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation) for the research 

project “Cross-Cultural Exchange in Early Modern 

Europe: Translations of West-European Newspapers into 

Russian (c. 1600-1725)”. 

 

 

 
 

Dr. Christine Watson’s doctoral dissertation, Tradition and 

Translation: Maciej Stryjkowski's Polish Chronicle in 

Seventeenth-Century Russian Manuscripts, has been 

awarded “Westinska priset” by Kungliga Humanistiska 

Vetenskaps-Samfundet i Uppsala. 

 


